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These unnaturalsounding signals mimic the pattern of formant center-frequency and amplitude variation over the course of polysyllabic, semantically normal utterances.
To what extent does amplitude variation over time contribute to intelligibility?
Our present investigation tested the hypothesis that listeners derive some information about syllable patterns from amplitude variation alone, and may therefore use contextual constraints to deduce prosodically appropriate portions of the message in the tonal stimulus.
Phonetic and syllabic intelligibility were compared in four conditions:
(1) normal amplitude and frequency variation; (2) normal frequency variation with constant amplitude; (3) normal frequency variation with a misleading amplitude contour; and (4) normal amplitude variation with no frequency variation. These results are discussed in the framework of phonetic perception and in terms of current theories of the perception of fluent speech.
Talkers make sounds for listeners to hear. This truism has implicitly motivated many present explanations of speech perception. Essentially, these explanations have sought to enumerate the perceptually critical acoustic elements produced by talkers when generating phonetic sequences. Researchers have used the ability to synthesize speech to fashion acoustic signals containing only those acoustic components of natural utterances believed to be necessary for perception.
In doing so, we have made highly refined and specific descriptions of the stimuli that elicit phonetic perception. In complementary research, studies of the auditory periphery, of the basilar membrane, cochlear nucleus and auditory projection have permitted us to learn how the critical acoustic elements survive auditory transmission.
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regardless of the differences among the many approaches to studying phonetic perception, all approaches have assumed that the stimuli for phonetic perception consist necessarily of the kinds of sounds produced by a variably excitable, variably shapable tube-resonator--the vocal tract.1 A recent demonstration of ours questioned the assumption that the perceiver requires phonetic stimuli to comprise, however selectively, acoustic elements found in natural utterances (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981) . In raising this question, our study also challenged the assumption that phonetic perception is based simply on a succession of discrete acoustic elements. In this study, we used a signal consisting of three time-varying sinusoids, each of which varied in a way that a formant peak might vary over the course of an utterance. Initially we fabricated the sinusoidal pattern by computing the resonant center-frequencies of a natural utterance, using Linear Predictive Coding (see Figure 1) . The table of values produced through this analysis was used to set frequency and amplitude parameters of a sine-wave synthesizer. Figure 2 shows the differing short-time Fourier spectra of natural, synthetic (OVE and Haskins Pattern Playback), and sine-wave signals. Note the absence of a fundamental frequency, harmonic spectrilln, and broadband formants in the sinewave signal.
Lacking these acoustic attributes, the sinewave spectrum does not resemble the spectrum of a natural signal, in any literal sense. However, there is energy, albeit infinitely narrowband, at the computed peaks throughout the duration of the pattern; and, the time-varying properties of the sinewave pattern, specifically the coherence of the changes of the energy peaks over time, replicate the natural case.
The perceptual effects of sinewave stimuli were easy to predict. Because the short-time spectra of three-tone signals differ drastically from natural and even synthetic speech; because no talker is capable of producing three simultaneous "whistles" with these bandwidths, in this frequency range; and because the frequency and amplitude variation of the three tones is not synchroni zed, the perceiver should hear three independent streams, one for each sinusoid. The perceiver should hear no phonetic qualities.
However straightforward this prediction seems, there was a second, contrasting prediction. Suppose that the listener is able to disregard the short-time differences between sinusoidal signals and speech, and can attend, instead, to the overall pattern of change of the three tones. The pattern of change of the frequency peaks resembles the resonance changes produced by a vocal tract articulating speech. If the listener can apprehend this coherence in the time-varying properties of the nonspeech signal, then he should hear a phonetic message spoken by an impossible voice.
Given nonspeech stimuli whose time-varying properties are abstractly vocal, listeners perceived the signals in both of the ways we predicted. Those listeners who were told nothing about the stimuli heard science fiction sounds, bad electronic music, sirens, computer bleeps and radio interference.2 Those listeners who instead were instructed to transcribe a "strangely synthesized English sentence" did exactly that, for the most part--they identified the radically unnatural "voice" quality of the patterns, but they transcribed those patterns as they would have the original natural utterances upon which we based our sinewave stimuli. 
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(1) It extended research on phonetic perception of sinusoidal signals to a high uncertainty judgment task, by offering unrestricted response alternatives. Previous tests of sinusoidal patterns had used forced-choice identification tasks with small response sets (Bailey, Summerfield, & Dorman, 197'7; Best, Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981; Cutting, 1974; Fant, 1959; Grunke & Pisoni, 1979) , Subjects' performance is obviously stabilized in such circumstances.
However, we showed that the intelligibility of sinusoids does not depend on extensive training with simple, schematic stimuli, nor on test procedures that intrinsically promote consistent performance.
(2) More generally, the study indicated that speech perception is possible despite drastic departures from the short-time spectra of natural speech--despite absence of broadband formants, harmonic spectrum, and fundamental frequency--insofar as the time-varying properties of speech signals are preserved; and, insofar as the listener is able to attend to the coherent time-variation of the acoustic pattern. Both of these general qualifications must obtain for phonetic perception of sinusoids to occur, for the listeners who were not directed to expect speech for the most part did not spontaneously hear phonetic sequences in the tones.
The present investigation is directed toward questions that arose from our initial research with perception of sinusoidal replicas of fluent, semantically ordinary utterances. Primarily, we noted that the tonal patterns could well be considered an extreme case of defective acoustic-phonetic stimuli. If this description were apt, then the perceptual process could be described more conventionally, in quite different terms.
Listeners might merely have memorized the tune of the tones without any phonetic recognition; and, after inferring a prosodic schema from the amplitude contour preserved in the tonal pattern, listeners would then have been free to guess (or, rather, to hypothesize) a likely phonetic sequence for the utterance using "top-down" finesse. A number of views of the perception of fluent speech include a prominent faculty for best-guessing lexical patterns from the prosodic structure when the phonetic stimulus is defective or ambiguous (e.g., Cutler & Foss, 1977; Huggins, 1978; Nakatani & Schaffer, 1978) . Perhaps the listeners in our original study relied on such guesswork for transcribing the stimulus, and did not immediately perceive the message from phonetic structure preserved in the time-varying tonal pattern.
In that case, very little phonetic perception would have occurred. and our theoretical claim would need to be moderated.
In the test we report here, each listener was presented with a sinusoidal pattern replicating the sentence "Where were you a year ago?" In response, the listener reported two things: (1) a transcription of the sentence; and (2) a count of the syllables in the sentence. If phonetic information is preserved in the coherence of the changing sinusoids, then transcription performance should be no poorer than syllable counting, which would presumably be based here on the linguistic structure of the message.
If, on the contrary, only prosodic information in the form of amplitude variation is readily available to the listener, then syllable counting should be much more accurate than transcription of the message.
In this latter condition, subjects would be likely to vary in the particular phonetic guesses they make given that an infinity of sentences may conform to the same prosodic pattern.
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The present test also included a stimulus manipulation to evaluate more directly the difference between perceiving the phonetic structure and guessing about it based on amplitude information about prosody. Four conditions were used.
In the first, listeners gave their two responses to a sinusoidal pattern that preserved both peak-frequency and peak-amplitude change of the first three formants of the original, natural utterance (see Figure 3) . In the second condition, listeners heard a pattern that preserved the frequency variation of the first three formant center-frequencies at a constant level of energy throughout the utterance (see Figure 4) . In the third condition, the sinusoidal pattern preserved the frequency pattern of the first three formants, but with a grossly misleading amplitude contour containing four segments of high energy and five segments of low energy, high and low differing by approximately 20dB (see Figure 5) . The fourth condition employed a sinusoidal pattern with the original formant amplitude variation but with no frequency variation (see Figure 6) . If the coarse amplitude structure of the stimuli provides reliable prosodic structure, and i f subjects rely on this source of information about the message, then syllable counting should be accurate in conditions 1 and 4, and poorer in conditions 2 and 3.
In addition, the accuracy of transcription should follow the accuracy of counting. If subjects perceive the phonetic sequence based on the time-varying properties of frequency variation, however, transcription and counting should be good in all conditions but the fourth, in which there is no frequency variation.
Our results are straightforward, as Figure 7 depicts. Transcription was good in conditions 1 (n:::14), 2 (n=13) and 3 (n=12); there was no statistical effect of the amplitude manipulation in these conditions. This indicates that subjects were not hindered by defective coarse acoustic structure when fine acoustic structure was available for phonetic perception. (Condition 4 was not scored for transcription, for the obvious reason that there was nothing phonetic to transcribe.) In the syllable counting task, there was an enormous difference between condition 4 (no frequency variation, appropriate amplitude variation) and the other three conditions (appropriate frequency variation wi th either normal, flat, or misleading amplitude variation). A post hoc means test confirmed that this effect is highly significant (Scheffe, p(.001). Subjects were clearly unable to derive syllable information solely from amplitude variation in this case (cf. O'Malley & Peterson, 1966) .
We conclude from these results that sinusoidal signals do not consist of veridical prosodic information and defective acoustic-phonetic information. Listeners lacked the ability to follow the syllable structure when only the amplitude variation of the original transcribable pattern was preserved, yet they were able to apprehend the phonetic detail even when the energy contour was grossly inappropriate to the segments within it. It seems that listeners who transcribed these sinusoidal replicas of speech must have relied on information about the phonetic sequence available in the frequency variation alone.
Overall, these studies of sinusoidal signals contribute new knowledge about phonetic perception that is perhaps counterintuitive. That is, phonetic perception can be elicited solely by a coherent pattern of acoustic variation comprising elements that cannot, in principle, be realized vocally. In order to detect this coherence despite unproducible short-time spectra, listeners .. . . .
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FLAT AMPLITUDE • 66 must ultimately rely on even more abstract and more forgiving lrnowledge of vocal tracts than has been proposed by Liberman (1979) .
We venture to say that phonetic perception may actually be based on attention to the coherent patterns of change in acoustic energy rather than on attention to the particular qualities of the successive, discrete acoustic elements that compose the speech signal.
To refine our speculation, we must extend this technique to a wider phonetic repertoire; to a more varied test of short-time spectral properties that permit the effect to occur; and to manipulations of the coherence of change directly.
